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With a registry of applications assessed for cloud migration, your 
organisation is ready to deliver the next step in your cloud journey! 
Our Cloud Application Migration Factory provides a burst of skilled 
resources and the processes needed to ensure your applications 
are successfully deployed to the cloud.

Built around the four pillars of code, data, infrastructure and 
configuration, Trustmarque’s ‘factory’ methodology identifies 
the key elements of your application and plans their individual 
transformation to a new cloud environment. Maximising use 
of repeatable assets for the most efficient deployment, your 
migration factory is an easily deployed, low risk way to achieve 
your objectives.

Our cloud migration team provide the short-term burst of expertise 
required to perform migration activities; safe hands into which 
to entrust your application estate. Once complete, we’ll hand 
over all the assets you need to continue developing your cloud 
environments and support your organisations’ IT vision.

CLOUD APPLICATION
MIGRATION FACTORY

CLOUD

EXPERTISE

• Skilled personnel familiar 
with cloud technologies

• Access to pre-defined 
processes and 
methodology to boost 
your cloud migration 
capabilities

REDUCED MIGRATION 
TIMESCALES

• Burst resource capability 
as required to meet your 
organisation’s cloud 
objectives

• Tried and tested migration 
capability for avoidance of 
costly mistakes

Why use our Cloud 
Application Migration 
Factory?

The Cloud Application Migration 
Factory benefits your IT organisation 
with:
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CLOUD

Next steps

Take a look at our range of cloud services and solutions at
www.trustmarque.com/our-services/cloud-solutions designed 
to bring simplicity and determine a clear path for the adoption and 
management of cloud technologies.

Why Trustmarque?

Trustmarque has a breadth and depth 
of experience with public and private 
sector clients in delivering successful 
transformation programmes.

Working with Microsoft for 30 years 
across a wide range of products 
and services has helped us to build 
an experienced and knowledgeable 
team, with a unique blend of 
capabilities across all aspects of 
applications, business insights, and 
systems management.

We simplify IT, enabling our 
customers to accelerate their 
organisational objectives with an 
expert technology partner.

What is Trustmarque’s Cloud 
Application Migration Factory?

With applications identified for migration, Trustmarque’s Cloud 
Application Migration Factory provides a safe and predictable 
delivery model to achieve your cloud aspirations:

1 2 3

A tried-and-tested 
methodology for 
efficient cloud 

migration delivery.

A skilled migration 
team, sized to 
your delivery 
requirements.

Re-usable delivery 
processes and 

assets handed over 
to your operational 

team.

http://www.trustmarque.com/our-services/cloud-solutions

